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Richard S. v. Dept. of Developmental Serv. of Cal.

• • M • • • • VH ^ ^

MR-CA-004-018Suite 114
SANTA ANA. CAUfOkNU *7(H

(714) 336-233
f takaUe (714) 3:6-320

Attorneys for: RICHARD S., et.al

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR CENTRAL DISTRICT

CASE NO: SACV97-219 GLT "JA
(EEX) Î

RICHARD S., CYJJTHIA R., VALOINA )
R., end ROES 1 through 800, )
individually and on behalf of )
ail these similarly situated by )
WILLIAM CABLE, M.D., as guardian) SUPPLEMENTAL POINTS AND

AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
RSQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION

ad Litem )
Plaintiffs, )

)
v. )

)
)
)

DEPARTMENT OP DEVELOPMENTAL )
SERVICES CF THE STATE OP )
CALIFORNIA, FAIRVIEW ,-v )
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER,^fiOUTH )

-COAST REGIONAL PROJECT£)HAR8OR )
REGIONAL CENTER OF ORANGE COUNTY)
jfcAN DIEGO REGIONAL CENTERjgjBOUTH)
CENTRAL LOS ANGELES REGIONAL )
CENTER, WESTSIDE REGIONAL CENTER)
DENNIS G. AMUNDSON, as Director
Of the DEPARTMENT OF
DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES STATS OF
CALIFORNIA, HUGH KOHLER, as
executive Director of FAIRVIEW
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER, LILIA TAH
FIGUEROA, M.D., as Medical
Director of FAIRVIEW
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER, DAWN
LBMONDS as director of South
Coast Regional Project and Does
1 through 500, inclusive

UNDER SUBMISSXOB
[HEARING DATE: 3/31/97]

Defendants.
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. 1. 1VTW3B0CIIOH

1A. SUHXAKT OF ARGOMUT

The named Plaintiffs, and a class of developmentally

disabled adults without conservators, confined at Fairview

Developmental Center, argue that they are at an immediate and

substantial risk of death and injury from unsafe and

inappropriate community placement and are in need of immediate

injunctive relief to prevent their exposure to such unacceptable

risks.

Plaintiffs assert that Defendants have baen emptying and

closing the developmental centers *t an unsafe and accelerated

rate which the community has not adapted to and is presently

unable to safely accommodate.

Comprehensive statutory and judicial hearing procedures

exist to prevent and curtail inappropriate admittance to stat*

hospitals but, it ia Plaintiffs view, that the same can not be

said for the existence of such safeguards upon discharge from

state hospitals to community placement.

95% or more of clients discharge during Coffelt were

members of the Plaintiffs' clasB [CableDec.£x.4], whereas the

proportion of clients without conservators, presently residing

in Fairview, is closer to 60%. (Heifer Dec].

Plaintiffs urge that this disparate impact on the class

does not survive Equal Protection analysis under any standard of

review as marc fully discussed below.

Should the Court find that the Plaintiffs can not meat

their burden of challenging the constitutionality of the

California statutory scheme on Equal Protection grounds the

viii
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facts and circumstances of this case raise addi

questions, hitherto not: fully addressed by the

One of these threshold questions is "is th

Constitutional, substantive due process right tc

safety* in conuiunity placement?"

Incarcerated prisoners and the mentally retarded have

substantive due process rights to "reasonable safety" while in

custody but do the developmentally disabled retain such rights

upon and during community placement?

If such right does exist, and Plaintiffs believe that it

does, at least as to the developmentally disabled in California,

then Plaintiffs assart that Defendants have violated the class'

substantive due process rights according to 'professional

judgment* as more fully discussed below.

A second threshold question, is "are there procedural due

process right6 at discharge arising oat of state law and

applicable to the developmentally disabled, if so what

procedures are due and do I really want them?"

We do not provide incarcerated inmates a hearing upon

release from prison. It is doubtful that they would want one as

euch proceedings could be viewed as an obstruction to liberty.

Does not the same rational apply to the developmentally

disabled? If not, why not?

Plaintiffs assert that the California statutory scheme

gives rise to procedural due process rights and that the State

of California has deprived Plaintiffs of these rights without

due process of law.

Few state or federal court cases directly address the
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issues.

Y«c these issues need axiavers because of recently published

and re-liable medical peer reviewed reports showing, in

California, death ratee in, the community at least twice that of

the institutions. Further, there have been increasing anecdotal

reports of deaths occurring soon after discharge from Fairview,

pregnancy, and injuries and death associated with the conduct of.

a Fairview client, discharged over the strong objections of his

parents, with known dangerous propensities. Doctors exercising

•professional judgment" and objecting to certain discharges have

been inappropriately retaliated against and disciplined. There

is a high degree of probability that published death rates

substantially understate the problem.

Various parent groups and the California Medical

Association, after conducting its own hearings, have all called

for a moratorium on California developmental center discharges.

It is rumored that the DD8 has imposed a moratorium on

discharges from Agnews developmental center within the last few

d a y s . •:'..•

In failing to equally consider for community placement all

the clients resident at Fairview and in discriminating against

them on the basis of the aeverities of their disabilities

Defendants have violated the Hahabilitatlon Ĵ rt af 1970. $504,

29 U.S.C. 794 and its implementing regulations at 4S C.r.R.

S84 .4 fb) f 1) and the American^ tfVfch nf^ffft**4^-a* * g t °* 1990. $2
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et s e q . , 42 U.S.C. $12101 e t seq. and i t s implementing

regulat ions at 2B C.r.R.

S c h o o l . 91fi F.Supp. 133, 141 (D.Cona. 1 9 9 6 ) .
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Finally, the action may need to converted from its present

multi-party suit status to that of a class action.

The uncertainty of Dr. Cable being able to maintain status

4 as guardian ad lit-, or to *«ert the class' right, in another

5 capacity, at this stage of the litigation, does not appear fatal

under California law to the progress of the suit, at least for

purposes of a ruling on a preliminary injunction. .
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or POXSTS AJTD AUTHORSTIES

2. rZDBAAX, COtfSSXTOTXOWIX. CLAIMS

2A. EQUAL PROTECTION

The Fourteenth Amendment provides that: "No State shall

make or enforce any law vhich shall deny to any p«rson within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."

Tick Wo v. ffopklns, 118 U.S. 356, 6 S.Ct. 1064, 30 L.Sd.

220 (1866) was 'concerned with a lav that required a permit to

operate a laundry unless the laundry was located in a brick or

atone building.

Tick Wo, a Chinese aliea, was convicted of operating his

laundry without a permit.

Statistics had shown that permits were being to granted to

non-Chinese applicants but disproportionately denied to Chinese

applicants.

In reversing his conviction the Court said: "Though the

law itself be fair on the face yet, if it ia applied and

administered by public authorities with an evil eye and unequal

hand, the denial of equal justice is still within the

prohibition of the Constitution".

"The State stay not, of course, selectively deny its

protective services to certain disfavored minorities without

violating the Equal Protection Clause." See tick Wo v. Hopkins.

118 U.S. 356, 6 S.Ct. 1064, 30 L.Ed. 220 (1B86).

While the discriminatory impact effect or impact of a law

or administrative action nay be evidence of discriminatory

intent "a purpose to discriminate must be present. Standing

alone, disproportionate impact does not trigger the rule that
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racial classifications are to be sub]acted to the strictest

scrutiny and axe justifiable only by the weightiest of

considerations." Washington v. Davis. 426 U.S. 229, 96 S.Ct.

2040, 48 L.2d.2d S97 (1976).

Statistical impact may provide useful evidence of

discriminatory intent, but absent a stark pattern of impact,

unexplainahle on other grounds, "impact alone is not

determinative and the Court must look to other evidence."

Villaoo of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Houalnc Day. Corp.

425 C'.S. 252, 97 S.Ct. 555, 50 L.Bd. 450 (1377).

Similarly, foreseeability or knowledge of discriminatory

impact can provide evidence of covert prejudice, yer^opnel Ada.
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of Massachusetts v. roenay. 442 U.S. 256, 99 S.Ct. 2282, 60

L.Ed.2d 870 (1979).

If the challenger proves diacrimination was a factor

motivating the governments action, the burden shifts to the

government. Tae state nay s«ak "to rebut the presumption of

unconstitutional action" by showing that discriminatory purpose

vaa cot the baaia for discriminatory impact. Washington v.

BftXia/ 426 U.S. 229, 96 S. Ct. 2040, 48 L.Ed.2d 597 (1976).

It may also be possible for the state to avoid strict

scrutiny by proving that it would (not could) hav« reached the

same result even if discrimination had not been involved.

Village of Xrllncrfcon Hoighta.

Discrimination n««d not be the sole or even primary basis

for the law, bat it must be one of its objectives. vjH»g« of

Xrl i got DP Heiyh'fca .

The fact that the government adopts a policy knowing
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discrimination will result does not satisfy this requirement of

indent. In p«rsorim| ft^a Of Massachusetts v. Fe»ney, a state

law granting a preference far vetsranB in state employment was

challenged as discriminating against women sine* veterans are

overwhelmingly malea. In rejecting the equal protection

challenge, the Coart seated: " 'Discriminatory purpose' implies

more than intent as volition or intent as awareness of

consequences. is implies that the decision-maker selected or

reaffirmed a particular course of action at least in part

'because, o f , not merely 'in spite of', its adverse effects upen

an identifiable group."

If the discriminatory intent is not overt, the challenger

seeking stricter scrutiny must prove that the facially nautral

government action is, in fact, covert discrimination.

What is the standard of review?

In clabuyn, decided before enactment of the ADA, the Sup.

Cz. used a rationality standard in striking down, on Equal

Protection'grounds, a zening ordinance discriminating against

the building of group homes for the developmentally disabled.

However, this decision did not involve fundamental rights,

involved in the action herein, and did not consider Congress's

later finding that the disabled are a "discrete and insular

minority-.

In rejecting mental retardation as a suspect classification

in City of Clwbnrn v. Cl»burn Living Center. 473 U.S. 432, 105

S.Ct. 3249, 87 L.Sd.2d 313 (1985) Che Court stated:

-Where Individuals ia the group alfected by a law have

distinguishing characteristics relevant to interests the state
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has authority co implement, the Courts have bean very reluctant,

as they should be in our federal syetcm and with our respect for

separation of powers, to closely scrutinize legislative choices

as to whether, how and to what extent those interests should be

pursued. In such cases, the Equal Protection Clause requires

only a rational means to serve a legitimate end*.

Using a rational basis standard, the Court held that the

application of a zoning law to exclude a group nome for the

mentally retarded was not rationally related to a legitimate

government purpose.

In Wller ».' Bo*. 509 U.S. 312, 113 S.Ct. 2637, 125 L.Bd.

2S7 (1993) at 336 Justice Souter in dissent says 'While the

court cites Claburn once, end does not purport to overrule it,

neither does the Court apply it, and, at the end of the day,

Claburn'a status is left uncertain."

In Martin v. Volnovleh. B40 F.Supp. 1175, 1191-92 (S.D.

Ohio 1993 the court observed: "Defendants contend that the

rational basis teat applies to the subject classification, and

that Plaintiffs can not maintain an equal protection claim

because a distinction between different groups of mentally

handicapped people is rational.

In support .of this proposition, Defendants rely on
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v- Po«. 509 U.S. 312, 113 S.Ct. 2837, 125 L.Ed. 257 (1993).

Defendants also cite city Clebarn v. Clebura

473 U.S. 432, 105 S.Ct. 3249, 87 L.£d.2d 313 (1985)/ lower

federal court decisions, and refer to the arguments and

authorities presented in connection with Plaintiffs

Rehabilitation Act claim.
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involved an equal projection challenge ta certain1
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aspects of Kentucky's involuntary coamut.Tient proceedings.

Kentucky allowed guardians and immediate family members to

participate as parties in involuntary commitment proceedings of

mentally retarded persons, but not in the involuntary commitment

proceedinga of mentally ill persons.

"The Court in ffallT held that a rational basis existed for

the distinctions between mentally retarded and mentally ill

persons id at 113 S.Ct. at 2647. It ia important to nct9,

however, that the Court in ttollar did not hold that the rational

basis test was the correct legal standard. Rather, it applied

the rational basis test because that test had been argued and

applied in all the proceedings below. Id at 113 S.Ct. at 2642."

'Heller ia not dispositive of the equal protection claim

asserted in the instant case, first peller cannot properly be

Bald to stand for the proposition that the rational basis test

applies to the inatant case. Moreover, the factual similarities

between H » ^ 1 T and the instant case are chimerical at best. The

plaintiffs in jfaH^ay were mentally retarded persons. Plaintiffs

in the instant action also happen to be mentally retarded

persons. Unlike Plaintiffs io the instant case, however, the

Plaintiffs in Heller- brought their equal protection claim based

on discrimination they suffered on the basis of their status as

mentally retarded persons. In the instant case in contrast.

Plaintiffs do not contend that they have been discriminated

against because they are mentally retarded persons. Rather,

they assert that they have suffered discrimination on the basis

of their other disabilities or because of the severity of their
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mental retardation. In ehort, the Court does not find m e

distinction between mentally retarded persona and mentally ill

persons to be analogous to distinctions made between persons on

the basis of disabilities." Martin v. Voincrich.

"Both Bides in this conflict purport to rely on Cleburn.

In Clehurnf a city/ acting pursuant to a municipal zoning

ordinance! denied a special use permit for the operation of a

group home for the mentally retarded. The ?i£th Circuir in

Cleburn concluded that mental retardation was a 'quasi suspect*

classification, and that the ordinance violated the Equal

Protection clause because it could not withstand intermediate

scrutiny, i.e. it did not substantially further an important

government interest. The U.S. Supreme Court in Clehurn,

however, held that classifications based on mental retardation

are subject to rational basis standard of review. 473 U.S. at

446, 105 S.Ct. at 3257. The Court, nonetheless further held

that the ordinance was invalid because it rested on irrational

prejudice against mentally retarded persons. Id at 450, 105

S.Ct* at 3259." Martin » ,
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•Cleburn like Hellerf is instructive but not dispositive,

anlike the instant case, Clftbtt" involved discrimination on the

basis of cental retardation. is helpful, however,

because it reiterates some basic principles about Equal

Protection analysis. "The Equal Protection Clause oC the

Fourteenth Amendment commands that no State shall 'deny to .any

person the equal protection of the laws' which is essentially a

direction that all persona similarly situated should be treated

alike." Cleburn. 473 U.S. at 439, 105 S.Ct. at 32S3. AS &
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general rule a state law ia presumed valid and will be upheld if

its classification is rationally related to a legitimate state

interest. Id at 440, 105 S.Ct. at 3254.

The apparent Legislative rational behind the limiting

provisioos of Mil 54803 may have been set forth in in re violet

J««n cf 213 Cai-App.3d 86 at n.4 (1989) "Requiring a parent to

seek appointment as conservator of an adult developmentally

disabled child insures greater scrutiny of the request for

hospital placement and offers the proposed admittee greater

procedural protection."

When looked at from the perspective of the onerous

deprivation of liberty that state institutionalization presents

on admission the statute appears rationally related to a

legitimate state interest in protecting such individuals.

However, looked at from the opposite perspective, is it

legitimate for the stats to discriminate against the

developmentally disabled who, through no fault of their own,

have no parents and who have no control aver whether a parent

seeks conservatorship status on their behalf or not thereby

leaving the* to fend for themselves when an administrative

agency acts unlawfully or unconstitutionally?

Plaintiffs assert that once the state has custody of them

it can not leave them without adequate remedies to defend

themselves against abuses in the discharge process.

Therefore, while the statutes in question may serve a

legitimate interest on one o£ the scale the potential and

foreseeable abuses on the other end of the seal*, which were

realized, does not serve a legitimate government interest and
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can not be defend«d even on rationality grounds.

The general rule does not apply if the state classifies by

race, alienage, or national origin. Id. Such classifications

are seldom, if ever, relevant to the achievement of any

legitimate state interest, and are subject to strict scrutiny:

in order to b« upheld, the classification oust be •suitably

tailored to serve a compelling stats interest.* Id. for

similar reasons, state classifications based on gender or

illegitimacy are subject to a somewhat heightened standard cf

review, also referred to as 'intermediate scrutiny": to be

sustained such classification must be substantially related to a

legitimate state interest. Id. at 441, 105 S.Ct. at 3255."
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w. Voj.30vi.ch.

In contrast intermediate scrutiny is not applied to age-

based classification because the aged *have not experienced a

"history of unequal treatment* or been subjected to unique

disabilities on the basis of stereotyped characteristics .not

truly indicative of their disabilities.* Id. (quoting
• • ' m

96 S.Ct.-2562, 49 L.Ed.2d'52^0 <197«}.

A classification, is suspect if it applies to "discrete and

insular minorities", ffnlfd Stftep », ̂ rolenw Product* Co.. 304

U.S. 144/152 n.4 (1938). "prejudice against discrete and

insular minorities may be a special condition, which tends

seriously to curtail the"operation of those political processes

ordinarily to be relied upon to protect minorities, and may call

for a more searching judicial scrutiny".

•With regard to the history of unequal treatment of persons

8
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with disabilities, Plaintiffs cite 42 U.S.C. 512101(a)(7), which

provides as follows:

(•) Findings

The Congress finds that-

(7) individuals with disabilities are a discrete insular

Minority (emphasis added) who have been faced with restrictions

and limitations, subjected to a history of purposeful unequal

treatment, and relegated to a position of powerlessness in our

society, based on characteristics that are beyond the control of

such individual* and resulting from stereotypic assumptions rot

truly indicative of the individual ability ot such individuals

to participate in, and contribute to, society." H*rt*° V-
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"Defendants suggest in their reply memorandum that Congress

cannot overrule the U.S. Supreme Court on the issue of the

proper level of scrutiny to apply to a classification. Tha

Court disagrees. First, Congress' findings do not overrule the

U.S. Supreme Court on on issue of law; rather Congress has made

purely factual findings. Moreover, it occurs to this Court that

Congress is far better equipped than tha courts accurately to

make such findings. The Court cannot ignore Congress' finding.

Defendants also argue that under f ^ U f rationally-based

distinctions between .different groups of neat ally handicapped

persona are proper. As a general principle, the Court agrees.

Nevertheless, the state could not for example, permissibly use

race or gender to distinguish between groups of mentally

handicapped persons. Likewise, under Congress' findings in
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Sl21Gl(a), a state nay not permissibly distinguish between

mentally handicapped persons on the basis of their disabilities

when the distinction prevents otherwise qualified disabled

persons from participating in an existing state program.

The Court acknowledges that classifications the state makes

among mentally handicapped persons might frequently involve

"distinguishing characteristics relevant to interests the State

haa authority to implement." miryia, 427 D.S. at 440, 96 S.Ct.

at 270$. Nevertheless, classification for purposes of providing

community residential services through existing state programs

do not appear to this Court to involve such state interests, and

*rm therefore subject at least to intermediate heightened

scrutiny based on Congress' findings ia 412101 (emphasis added).

Hence, to be sustained the classifications at issue must be at

least substantially related to a legitimate stata interest.

Whether the subject classifications meet this standard cannot

properly be determined in addressing Defendants' motion to

dismiss.* Martiq y. Voinovlch.

In 1994, Defendants EDS regional centers and others

executed the Coffelt agreement calling for expedited discharge

of 2000 developmeatally disabled clients from the seven (7)

California developmental centers over a five (5) year period of

time.

la implementing Coffelt,^ Defendants threatened financial

penalties to some regional centers for not meeting certain

"placement quotas" [CopelandOec]. Additionally, Defendants

engaged in a practice known as "client shopping- [CableDecl

whereby they selected for placement those individuals who were
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without conservators or authorized representatives to object and

were the more severely mentally retarded and physically involved

for whom community placement was compensated at the highest

reimbursement ratea.

Defendants were facilitated in these practices not only by

the financial rewards promised to community home owners by

Coffelt but by the California statutory, scheme concerning

release from the hospital to community placement which

foreclosed any ability to object or prevent discharge in

inappropriate circumstances.

Defendant DDS announced, in 1935, that they completed the

outplacement of the 2000 clients a year and a half ahead of

schedule.

The class herein, as a whole, but more particularly, the

sub-group who have no family and no conservator, are the ones

least able to protect themselves in an environment where the

death rate is at least twice that of the institution [Strauss

and.Cable Decs.. ].

These persons were nevertheless preferentially selected for

expedited community placement.

"• 99%.of clients discharged from Fairview in fiscal year

1995-199 6 were without conservators while only 60% of those

remaining in the institution had no conservator.
. • t

[CableSupp.Dec.Ex4J.

Additionally, neatly 25t of those seat to community

placement were without any parent, family or conservator.

95% of the clients remaining at Fairview are severely or

profoundly intellectually compromised with l.Q.s of 30 or lees.
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Most are also significantly medically involved, non-ambulatory,

many with breathing or feeding tub«« and many who are unable to

speak or rationally communicate.

The California statutory scheme discriminates against those

within the public trust and who are the least able to assert or

defend their rights to avoid inappropriate placement.

Plaintiffs assert that these statutes, California Wolf»r« &

institutions <& 4803 and 4701.6 and $4703 (hereinafter "Hil*),

affecting fundamental rights, are constitutionally infirm and a

denial of Equal Protection under the holdings of Tick We v.

Hopklna. 118 U.S. 356, 6 S.Ct. 1064, 30 L.Ed. 220 (1886); City

of Cle-burn v. Clwburn ^Winq Canter. 473 U.S. 432, 105 S.Ct.

10

11

12

3249, 87 L.Ed.2d 313 (1985); In V. De». 509 U.S. 312, 11313

S.Ct.- 2637, 125 L.Ed. 257 (1993); 42 U.S.C Sa2101(a)<7)

(Americans with Disabilities Act of 1930} and Martin v.

Voinovich. 840 P.Supp. 1175, 1191-92 (S.D. Ohio 1993 [holding

intermediate heightened scrutiny AS the standard of review].

Given the enactment of the ADA since the Supreme Court's

decision in Cleburn. Congressional factual findings that the

mentally retarded are a "distinct insular minority", the

involvement of, and the substantial risk, in California, to the

fundamental right to life'and the Heeler Court's application of

rationality review, only because the litigants below had failed

to properly present: a higher* standard of review, Plaintiffs urge

this Court to adopt, under these facts'*and circumstances, the

southern District of Ohio's application in fiartln v. Voinovich

of intermediate heightened scrutiny as the proper standard.
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3. 0VE88SEAOTB

Although typically asserted in First Amendment litigation,

which is implicated here in Mil SS47Q6.1 and 4303, Plaintiffs

would argue, that even if the Court finds that the California

statutory scheme, limiting those authorized to object to

placement, meets the heightened scrutiny standard under

or declines to apply that standard instead applying

Cleburn. and holds that under rationality review Equal Protection

is not violated, that such lavs are, nevertheless, over

inclusive in that they sveep too broadly for their intended

purpose to include those individuals who have no family as well

as no conservator.

4. DOS PROCZSS

"Substantive due process rights ara rights such as chose

listed in the Bill of Rignts and those rights held so

fundamental that a state may not take them away." Taylor ex

Waljter r. Eedbetter. 818 P.2d 791, 794 (CA11 1987) (en

10
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bane).

Whereas "Procedural Due Process.claims involve those ..

expectations created by state law. As to these rights tae state

may take them away by affording predeprivation bearings, post

deprivation hearings or by providing other safeguards. Taylor

at 794 citing CleveJlB*! pcard of education ye. 1AT\T"V\

414 U.S. £32, 94^3.Ct. 791, 39 L.Ed.2d 52 (1974) and Parrat v.

Taylor, 451 U.S. 527, 101 S.Ct..l908, 68 L.Ed.2d 420 (1981).

There are no U.S. Supreme court: decisions, to my knowledge,

that address the issue of whether substantive or procedural due

process applies to the discharge bx developmentslly disabled

13
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patient9 from the institution to community placement,

5. 808STAXTXVX DUB PROCESS

where the Scat* has custody of an individual the due

proc«ss clause has been found to impose a duty o£ "reasonable

safety" within the institution, ypungberq v. Roneo,, 457 CJ.S.

307, 102 S.Ct. 2452, 73 L.Ed.2d 28 {1982).

'When a person is institutionalized-and wholly dependent on

tha State, ... a duty to provide certain services and care does

exist". Yonagbera •• Jtomco at 317.

"Respondent has constitutionally protected liberty

interests under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment to reasonably Bafe conditions of confinement, freedom

from unreasonable bodily restraints, and such minimally adequate

training as reasonably may be required by these interests.

Whether respondent'a constitutional rights have been violated

must be determined by balancing these liberty interests against

the relevant state interests. The proper standard for

determining whether the State has adequately protected such
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rights is whether (emphasis added) in factional

was exercised. And in determining what is "reasonable" courts
•. ', . . .

must show deference to the judgment exercised by a qualified
. •* • . • » • •( *

* • . • •.* •. •

professional, whose decision is presumptively valid."

Fniao at 323 "By "professional"'decisionmaker, we mean a person

competent, whether by education, training or experience/ to Malta

the particular decision at issue, (eaphasia added). Long-term

treatment decisions normally should b« made by persons with

degrees in medicine or nursing, or with appropriate training in

areas such as psychology/ physical therapy, or the cara and
29
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training of thm retarded."

"Professional judgment must be based on vhat is

appropriate, not upon what resources are available. Deference

to professional judgment requires "ths decision be one based on

medical or psychological criteria and not on exigency,

administrative convenience, or ocber nonmedical criteria".

Jaelcqon v. Kotrfc Btaafcon ftoap. t Training School. 757 F.Supp.

1243 (D.N.M. 1990) citing Clark •. Cohen. 613 F.Supp. 684, 704

and n.13 (S.D.Pa.l9a5) aff'd 794 F.2d 79 {3rd Cir. 1986), cert

denied, 479 U.S. *962r 107 S.Ct. 459, 93 L.Ed.2ct 404 {1986).

Thus, the Court's have acknowledged that Cable's

professional judgment regarding client cars while the patient is

in custody and within the institution and the decision that the

patient's condition requires continued hospitallzation can only

be circumvented when there is a showing of "substantial

departure from accepted professional judgment".

While Cable is a member of an "interdisciplinary team" and
• '* •

the team has an obligation to reach a decision the teas can not

reach this deciaion by majority vote.

' Each team member can only act and reader his/her

•professional judgment" within the scope of his/her respective
• ." " • . - - . ' . . - I 1 .

licenae. A social worker is not competent by training,
" . ' . . - . ! • • • "

 :
- ' • . • • • • * : * ' * ' . • ' • * • •

experience or licensure, to pyernile a medical decision in the

interest of reaching a team consensus. Such conduct vould

amount to the unlawful practice of medicine.

Hor could another doctor overrule Cable's "professional

judgment" unless it could be found that Cable acted so outaide

the scope of ordinary medical praccics ctv&L each decision did
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not constitute "professional judgment:".

The teams remedy is to address the medical concerns raised

by Cable and to provide those services, medical or otherwise,

necessary to overcome the objection raised. Th» remedy is not

majority vote which appears to be the practice at Pairviev.

"... the decisions have to made on an individual baaia,

weighing the strengths and needs of a resident and whether a

particular placement can accommodate those strengths aad needs."

Jackson v. Port Btanton Heap, t Training School at p.1311.

Courts have recognized the tendency of professionals and

IDTs to conform their recommendations to tne availability and/or

unavailability of State reaourcea. "The court recogni2ed a

tendency astong hunan service professionals in the institutions

to conform their recommendationa for treatment or habilitacion

of class members to the constraints imposed by the state's

"inadequate service delivery system, rather than to exercise

true professional judgment."
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Training School at p.1320 citing 699The is s. v

F.Supp. 1178 (W.D.N.C.1988) aff'd 902 *.2d 250 (4th Cir.May 9,

1990) cert denied - U.S. -, 111 S.Ct. 373, 112 L.Ed.2d 335

(1990).

"Tha residents are entitled to treatment recommended by

qualified professionals whose judgment is unsullied by

consideration of the fact that the state does not provide

funding for appropriate service in community settings."

at p.1312.

Here, Regional Centers operated under threat of financial

penaiities for not meeting Coff»lt= quotas. Regional Centers axe

16
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subject to contract renewal from the DDS every five (5) years.

How can regional center employees, claim that they are exercising

"professional judgment" vhea such obvious conflicts of interest

exist?

In Tnomaa •. Pliberty, "a group of mentally retarded adults

filed a class action alleging that they were being

inappropriately housed in public psychiatric institutions in

North Carolina under conditions violative of their

constitutional rights.

"... the Court found that the Secretary's decision "to

ignore the community placement recommendations of the State's

treating professionals 'substantially departed from accepted

professional standards.' Jackson y. Fort stanton Heap. &

Trfljp*,fa School at p. 1310 citing Thoaaa • • Flaherty (supra).

Plaintiffs assert that Defendants have violated their

constitutional rights to be accorded "professional judgment".

Plaintiffs are entitled not only to a recommendation of

placement pursuant to California's Lanterman Act fwelfara s.

institutions $4500 et seq. ] but, moreover, are entitled,

Constitutionally/ to be accorded 'professional judgment" which

recommendations concerning placement or retention within the

institution are not to be. ignored, raunahmra •• Bostao. 457 U.S.

307, 102 S.Ct. 2452, 73 l/.Bd'.2d 28 (1982); »Mfll«> v «=nHT

429 D.S. 97; Thoias q. •. Flaherty. 699 F-Supp. 1178

<W.p.H.C.198a) aff 'd 902 ?-2d 250 <4th Cir.May 9, 1990) cert

denied - U.S. -, 111 S,Ct. 373, 112 L.Ed.2d 335 (1990).

In DwShaaay v. Winaebaqo County pept. of poelal S«r7ieofl.

489 U.S. 189, 109 S.Ct. 998, 103 L.Ed.2d 249 (1S89) the Court
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considered the substantive dus process rights of a child who had

been taken into temporary custody by a states child protective

services because af beatings inflicted by its father. After

receiving stipulations with regard to counselling and monitoring

tlie child was released to the father. Thereafter, more than 20

visits by a social worlcar indicated continuing injuries to the

child. Social services did nothing and the child was finally

brought into the emergency room suffering severe brain injuries

which resulted in permanent mental retardation.

Citing Youngbgry v. B"ffl*° at 317 the U.S. Supreme Court
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said: "As a general matter, a State Is under no constitutional

duty to provide substantive services for those within its

border*. The Court also noted: "Consistent with these

principals, our cases have recognized that the Due Process

Clauses generally confer no affirmative right to governmental

aid, even where such aid may be necessary to secure, life,

liberty, or property interests of which government itself may

not deprive the individual. See, e.g. ffarrls T . McRae. 448 U.S.

297, 317-31S (1980) [no obligation to fund abortions or other

medical services] ... t.i.*a*mj -w. toatat.. 405 U.S. 56, 74 (1972)

[no obligation to provide.adequate housing]'.

The Court heldi ' ;'"!•

"(a) A State's failure to'protect an individual against

private violence generally does not constitute a violation of

the Due Process Clause, b«cause the Clause imposes no duty on

the State to provide members of the general public with adequate

protective services. The Clause is phrased as a limitation on

the State's power to act, not as a guarantee of certain minimal

18
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levels of safety and security; while it forbids the State itself

to deprive individuals* of life, liberty and property without due

process of law, its language' cannot fairly be read to impose an

affirmative obligation'on the State to ensure that those

interests do not conve to 'harm through other mains."

However, the Court distinguished these facts from those

applicable to the institutionali2ed retarded and reaffirmed its

holding in Youngbeyg saying; "While certain "special

relationships? created or assumed by the State with respect to

particular individuals may give rise to an affirmative duty,

enforceable through the Due Process Clause, to provide adequate

adequate protection, see Bstslle » 9 T H W I A^q U.S. 97;

Younaberf v. Romeof 457 U.S. 307, the affirmative duty to

protect arises not from the State's knowledge of the individuals

predicament or front its expression of intent to help him, bub

from the limitations which it has iaposed on bis freedom to act

an his own behalf, through imprisonment, inatitutionalization,

or other similar restraint on personal liberty."

"An inmate must rely on prison authorities to treat his

medical needs; if the authorities fail to do so, those needs
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i.. • ,
will not be met."

' "In the substantive, due process analysis, i t i s the State's

affirmative act of restraining the individuals freedom to act on

his own behalf triggering (emphasis added) the

protections of the Due Process Clause, sot its failure to act to

protect his liberty interests against harms inflicted by other

means."

It is the s»t«lla-Toun<yb«rtr analysis and not the p«Sh«a«y

19
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analysis which is applicable to the facts of this caa<

ciie Court said: "The

simply has no applicability in the present case

concede that the haras Joshua suffered occurred not while he was

in the State's custody, but while he was ia the custody of his

natural father, who wag in no aenae a state actor (emphasis

added).* • ' V ~ '

In DeShaney id at footnote 9 the Court says: "Had the

State by affirmative exercise of its power removed Joshua from

free society and 'placed him in a foster home operated by its

agents, we might have a situation sufficiently analogous to

incarceration or institutionalization to give rise to an

affirmative duty to protect.

While discharge from a state hospital to community

placement is viewed by the Defendants as a "release from

confinement" the reality for these patients, still in the

custody and/or control of the State after discharge, is that

Such release constitutes a transfer from one type of confinement

to' another. ». .

indeed, several Courts of Appeal have held, by analogy to

and Tounybrg. that' the State may be held liable under
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the Due Process Clause for failing to protect children in foster

h hhones from mistreatment at the hands of their foster parents.

See Poe v. »e«f ^ork City Pepte. ef Social Sarvicaa, 649 P.2d 134,

141-142(CA2 1981), after remand, 709 F.2d 782, cert denied sub

nom. Cafcholip Kama Bar«au r. Po«. 464 U.S. 864 (1983); Taylcur mx

r«l. Wallcer v. I^edbetter. 818 F.2d 791, 794-797 (CA11 1987)(en

bane), curt, pending T.̂ »»»»--te»T- y. ttytor. NO. 87-521. We
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express no view on the validity of this analogy, however, as it

is not before us in the present case."

In Taylor eac rel. Walker v. Ledbetter a foster child sued

Georgia state and county officials for injuries received while

the child was in custody of foster parents. The Court held:

"We hold that a child involuntarily placed in a foster home is

in a situation so analogous to a prisoner in a penal institution

and a child confined in a mental health facility that the foster

child may bring a section 1983 action for violation of

Fourteenth Amendment rights."

The Taylor Court at 797 cited Bowers v. DeVito. 686 P.2d

616 (7th Cir.1982) at 618: "the Bowers court held that an

affirmative duty obligating the state to protect private

citizens' safety and health could arise from special custodial

or other relationships-where the state is responsible for

placing such a person in a "position of danger" or potential

harm." "The court in Bowers stated: "If the state puts a man

in a position of danger from private persons and than fails to

protect him, it will not be heard to say that its role was

merely passive; it is as much an active tortfeasor as if it had

thx-own hia into a snakepit."

This argument, however, might not stand up to a PeShanev

analysis depending on the custodial circumstances and whether or

not the private person could fairly be characterised as a state

actor and therefore the conduct "state action".

The Taylor Court citing Yoanabero and Inqraham v. Wright.

430 U.S. 651, 673, 97 S.Ct. 1401, 1413, 51 L.Ed.2d 711 (1977)

[school corporal punishment] noted that the Supreme Court in

21
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found 'that the right to personal security constitutes

a historic 'liberty interest" protectad substantively by the due;

process clause".

Taylor found that its footer care case was analogous to

is that in boch cases the state involuntarily placed

the person in a custodial environment, and in. both cases the

person is unable to seek alternative living arrangements.

The Taylor Court went on to say that "The state's action in

assuming the responsibility of finding and keeping; the child in

a 6afe environment placed an obligation on the state to insure

the continuing safety of that environment."
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Do« v. yaw york City Dept.In both Taylor "

of Social sarr^e»a the Courts looked at the state statutory

schemes regulating foster care and determined that they were

comprehensive aa to Imply liability.

The Court in Doc said: "The .yardstick as hitherto been

applied to the supervision of wardens, police chiefs and

hospital administrators over subordinate officials within their

institution", fifis at 142. / • '

"There is a closer and firmer line of authority running

from superiors and subordinates within an institution than
. . • ' , . • • •

• \ •

exists in the foster care context."

"Catholic Home Bureau '... was less unequivocally hierarchal

than is the case with prison guards and a warden". SS£ at 142.

Taylor in following Efla said at 786: "Is a foster child

involuntarily placed in o ioster home in a situation «o similar

to that of a prisoner involuntarily placed in an institution

that similar rules of law should be applied? We believe so. We

22
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recognize that the situations ara not parallel." After

analyzing th« contacts in prisons ix held: "Although the

contacts between actors in. the foster home situation are not as

close as in the penal situations the situations are close enough

be analogous."

Both Courts found aa Bateiie relationship.

California- has a comprehensive statutory scheme under ftfri

S4500 et seq. "to provide a pattern of facilities and services

... sufficiently complete to neat the needs of each person with

developmental disabilities"

The DOS, a department wishic the California Health and

Welfare agency, operates the six (6) California Developmental

Centers including Fairview Developmental Center.

Trie complexities of providing services and supports to

persons with developmental disabilities requires the

coordination of services cf many state departments and community

agencies to ensure that no gaps occur in communication or

provision of services and supports.* (Kfcl S430L).

The DOS, a state agency "has jurisdiction over the

execution of the law© relating to the care, custody, (emphasis

added) and treatment of developmental ly disabled persons.* Wfci

S4416.

Regional Centers operated by private nonprofit community

agencies under contract with the DDS, are charged with providing

developmentally disabled persons with •access to the facilities

and services best suited to them throughout their lifetime."

54620. Association tar Retard ad Cifeisens. 38 Cal.3d 384 at

p.389 (1985).
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"Under the statutory scheme it ia the regional centers, not

DOS, that provide services to developmentally disabled persona

and determine the manner in which those services are to be

rendered." Association for **tarded Citizens at p. 399.

"Regional Centers are statutorily created entities to be

operated by private nonprofit community agencies as aoenrs of

the state (emphasis added) to provide community contacts for

developmentalLy disabled persons and their families. (Si620).

The statute regulates them extensively (SS4620-4637) . They are

charged with responsibility for both new admiaaions and present

state hospital adntiteea who are developmentally disabled and in

both cases must consider and recommend placement alternatives.

(SSSS 4509, 4646, 4548, 4653). Jn rm Boroqna. 121 Cal.App.3d

937 (1981).

"The rights of developmentaliy disabled persons and the

corresponding obligations of the state toward then under the

Lanterman Act are implemented in the Individual Program Plan

(IPP) procedure. Regional center* are required to develop an

IPP for each client. (S4647J.; Th« IPP must be prepared and

reviewed and, if necessary, modified at least annually/ and muse

include the following: an assessment of the client's

capabilities and problems; a' statement of tine-limited

objectives for improving his" aituation; a schedule of the type

and amount of services necessary to achieve these objectives;

and a schedule of periodic review to insure that the services

have been provided and the objectives have been reached,

(S4646). ... (regional centers) "have no discretion at all in

determining whether to implement it: they must do so (54648).
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Association for ttatart^d Cltixens at p.390

California pervasively regulates, licenses and monitors

community home placement through Hi! S4689.1, Cali*oral«

Safety Coda S1500 et aeq, [Californi "—WB*frT

Act! and Title XVII regulations

"... th« departaent shall promulgate regulations for family

home agencies and family homes that shall include, but net be

limit.ad to, standards and requirements related to all at the

following:

(d)(l)(D) The capability of the regional center to monitor

and evaluate the vendor.

(d)(2)(c) Qualifications, training and monitoring of family

home providers"

Additionally it regulates program and consumer records.

It is clear from any reading of these statutes that the

DDS, regional centers, regional projects, v«ndari2ed family

agencies and homes that there is a coordinated network of state

acrora who are- in continuous control of clients once discharged

from Fairview. ".\.

Although the fact that the State licenses and pervasively

regulates a private aceor is not alone sufficient for a finding
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of State action Moo«« Trvls. 407 U.S. 163/ 92u Wa- 1°7 *•
S.Ct. 1965, 32 L.Sd.2d 627 (1972) factors that are looked at

include the state being a partner or joint venture or that the

State has so insinuated itself into a position of

interdependence ... that it must be recognized aa a joint

participant in the challenged activity." B

26

27 urton y, Tfi iTt

28 Parking f 365 ET.S. 715, 91 S.Ct. BSfi, 6 Z..£d.2d 45 (1961).
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Defendant SOUTH COAST R2GI0NAL PROJECT, in its promotional

literatura, characterizes itself as an "interagency

collaborative venture" between the Department of Developmental

Services, Fairviev State Hospital and five <S) local regional

cen-ers e.g. Regional Center at Orange County, San Diego

Regional Center, Harbor Regional Center/ South Central Los

Angelea Regional Center and Westside Regional Center.

All parties involved from tee DDS to the regional centers

to the family home providers all "mutually benefited" from the

Coffelt agreement and were clearly in a "symbiotic

relationship.*

It is clear from the statutes that the day to day

operations of fanily and group hones is significantly controlled

by the various intercollaborative agencies that even the very

lowest worker in the system has been trained and is monitored by

these agencies so that actions or inactions in group homes can

be fairly characterized as "state action."

Regional cwitera discharge mentally retarded patients from

Pairview to homea selected, by.the regional centers. The

personnel'in these hones hav« been screened, fingerprinted and

tr«in«d by regional centers wbp are required to monitor the

programs of the develcpmeiitally.disabled in these hones.

The analogy' between the' situation herein and those in

Estell»f Doe and Taylor is inescapable.

When inappropriately jalaced, as many Coffelt discharges

have fc>««n in order to see a doubling of the death rates these

clients are placed in situation* where they are incapable of

obtaining assistance when in trouble and are totally dependent
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on their caregivera.

They are still "restrained" and it is this restraint which

triggers the substantive due process right.

Plaintiffs, still within the custody and control of the

State upon and after discharge from Fairview are entitled,

Constitutionally, to "reasonable safety" in their placement.

rq v. Kongo, 457 U.S. 307, 102 S.Ct. 2452, 73 L.Ed.2d 28
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(1982); Kstalla v. Gambia. 4.29 U.S. 97; Taylor ex rel. Walker v.

t^dbetter. 816 F.2d 791, 794 (CA11 1987) (en bane); Do* •• W»w

York City Sept. of Social S^rrjcaB, 649 F.2d 134, 141~142(CA2

1981), after remand, 709 y.2d 782, cert denied sub nom.

Plaintiffs assert that Defendants have ignored, intimidated

and retaliated against the "professional judgment' of their own

medical personnel on Inter Disciplinary Teams and have not

provided the Constitutionally mandated Substantive Due Process

requirement of "reasonable safety" under the Estelle-Younqberg

analysis.

Moreover, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants, in

implementing the Coffelt Jtgraaaant, have acted with "deliberate

indifference' Doe v. »wr Yqrk qity Dept. of Social Servlcea. $49

P.2d 134 (1981) to the safety of_former Fairview residents, to

the safety of the formerly institutionalized developmentally

disabled throughout the 8tete ql .California and to those at

imminent threat of institutional discharge to inappropriate

placement. ' :

Defendants had knowledge, prior to the full implementation

of Coffelt, of these unacceptable high mortality and morbidity

rates. (StraussDec.] further, Defendants in intentionally

27
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delaying and failing to promulgate and implement adequate

quality assurance regulations addressing these oafety concerns

[ARC letter] as mandated by the tantermar. Act, in accelerating

Coffelt discharges when arned with this knowledge and in

ignoring and retaliating against the "professional judgment* of

ita own medical personnel (Cable and Copeland Decs.and attached

exhibits] Youngb«rg v. ltemeo. 457 U.S. 307, 102 S.Ct. 2452, 73

L.Ed.2d 28 (1982); Thomas S. •. Flahertyr 699 F.Supp. X178

(W.D.N.C.1988) aff'd 902 F.2d 250 (4th Cir.Hay 9, 1990) cert

denied - U.S. -, -111 S.Ct. 373, 112 L.Sd.2d 335 (1990); Jack a on

•• Fort ^tanton Hoap. t Trailing School. 757 F.Supp. 1243

(D.N.M- 1990) citing Clark •• Cohen. 613 F.Supp. 684/ 704 and

n.13 (E.D.Pa.1985) aff'd 794 P.2d 79 (3rd Cir. 1986), cert

denied, 479 U.S. 962, 107 S.Ct. 459, 93 L.Ed.2d 404 (1986) have

acted with gross negligence and a wanton disregard for the

safety and security of Fairview residents already placed and

those threatened to be placed under these conditions.

Furthermore, Defendants ignored the prescient statement of

the California Supreme Court: 'We reaffirm our cautionary

observation in Roger S.; iupfa* that "A precipitous release of

these I adults] to families and community facilities unprepared
• • •

to care for than could be both disruptive to the treatanent

program and po-centially harmful "to ch« [patient] and the

community." (In r« Koqer S.(1977) 19 Cal.3d at p. 940). Ifi_ffl»

H2£, 29 Cal.3d 82 at 94.

Inappropriate placement, either because of medical or

safety or other reasons, under the aegis of the State and by

State actors> and over the objection of "professional judgm»nt*
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i s more confining and more at a deprivation of l iberty interests

than retention in the State institution until suitable placement

can b« found. "Mere residence at an institution, without wore,

does not v io late due process*. Stanton Hospital & Tra^nintj

School. 757 F.Supp, 1243 at 1310 cizing Society for Good Will to

Retarded Childraz Cuooo, 737 F.2d 1239, 1247 (2nd Cir.Tae.

1984) . . .

6. PROCEDURAL OUT PROCESS

"Procedural due process imposes constraints on governmental

decisions which deprive individuals of 'liberty or property

interests . ..." Xafr-fcfrawa v. Bldridg«. 424 U.S. 319/ 335, 96

S.CC. 893, 903, 47 L.Ed.2d 18 (1976). Property interests are

not created by federal constitutional law, but "are created and

their dimensions are defined by existing rules or understandings

that stta from an independent source such as state law .... *

Board of Regent* v. Roth/ 408 U.S. 554, 577, 92 S.Ct. 2701, 33

L.Bd.2d 548 (1972). Federal'constitutional law/ however,

determines whether the interest rises to the level of a
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legitimate claim of. entitiejnp'ni protected by the Due Process

ft. 436 U.SClause.* tm^p Water Div,20
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r.iohfe

"In procedixral due process claims, the deprivation by state

action of a constitutionally protected interest in "life,

liberty, or property is not itself unconstitutional: what is

unconstitutional ia the deprivation of aueh an interest without

du* process of law." iiaeraon v , 494 U.S. 113, 12S,

S.Ct. 975, 983, 108 L.Ed.2d 100 (1990)

In due process cases, once the Plaintiff has established a
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deprivation of lira liberty or property, "the question remains

•*. Volnovich. citing Morrj,3»fYwhat process ifi due*

B»wer. 403 U.S. 471, 92 S.Ct. 2593, 33 L.Ed.2d 484 (1972).

•The constitutional violation actionable under S1983 is not

complete when the deprivation occurs; it is not complete unless

and until the Stace fails to provide due process. Therefore, to

determine whether a constitutional violation has-occurred, it is

necessary to ask what process the State provided, and whether it

was constitutionally adequate. This inquiry would examine the

procedural safeguards built into the statutory or administrative

procedure of effecting the deprivation, and any remedies for

erroneous deprivation provided by state or tort law." Martin
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v. voinovlqhf citing v. Bu.ych.ld at 12S, 110 S.ct. at

983.

"A court must weigh several factors to determine what

process ia duet

First, tha private interest that will be affected by their

official action; second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of

such interest through the procedures used, and the probable

value, ic. any, of additional or substitute procedural

safeguards; and finally, the Government• a interest, including

the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens

that the additional or substitute procedural requirement would

• n t a i l . " Kar-fclti v. Voittoxrlqfrr c i t ing v. eidridaw. 424

U.S. 319, 335, 96 S.Ct. 893, 903, 47 L.Bd.2d 10 <1976).

In H«H«»r- v. nof. 113 S.Ct. 2637, 125 L.Ed.2d 257 (1993),

decided on Equal Protection grounds, the Court recognized the

important part. LhdU pareuCs, wich legal standing or not, have to

30
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contribute also held: "Allowing close relatives and legal

guardians to participate as parties does not violate due

process. Consideration of the factors sec out in

Ildrjdga, 424 U.S. 319, 335 - tie private interest that will be

affected, the risk of erroneous deprivation of such interest,

and the government interest - compels this conclusion. Rather

than increasing the risk of erroneous deprivation, allowing

close relatives and guardians to participate ae parties actually

increases a proceedings accuracy by putting valuable information

before the court.- It also implements the State's interest in

providing family members a voice in such proceedings. And even

if they favor commitment, their participation does not undermine

the interest of the individual facing commitment. The only

individual interest that is protected by the Due Process Clause

is an accurate decision, not a favorable oast." Heller at 509

U.S. 312, 313, 314.

.Here, California'sw Lanterman Act provides extensive

benefits to Plaintiffs.

(The Lantermafl Act) "further declares that developmentally
• ' • " •" '' -T-'.' i • .• .

disabled persons .shall have'.rights to, among other things,
; . • " . -. • • * t . - • ! ' ' . $ • •

treatment, humane care, prompt medical care and treatment, and

freedom from harm, Including'neglect (Vtx S4502, subds. (a),

(b), (d)» "(h)J» HTfcft P^Y *atif̂ a'*Til C**r'fc*3r y- fifa*gyy *»• • 207.
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ianterman Act at. jsii 5*741 provides that a client has aThe

right to choose his residence. If such an unconserved resident

were to choose to remain ar Fairviaw or to b« placed in a home

with a mortality rate comparable to the institution dot* he have

31
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such choice?

Plaintiffs assert that S4741 creates a property right which

Plaintiffs have been deprived of.

Plaintiffs assert zhat they have been deprived of those

property rights set forth in S4502 and other provisions of the

Laatennaa Act as sec forth above.

They are entitled to freedom from harm and neglect as well

d3 assurances of freedom from harm and neglect.

Plaintiffs assert that these rights are so fundamental that

Due Process requires procedures at exit conferences to ensure

that such rights are act arbitrarily deprived.

Defendants have arbitrarily denied Plaintiffs adequate

procedures to secure these rights.

7. FEDERAL STATUTOM CXAXXS

7A. AMERICAMS WITH DISABILIXIZS ACT OF 1990

Congress reeaacted the Rehabilitation Act o£ 1973 by

passing -the ADA, in part, because "the Rehabilitation Act and

its regulation's have been practically a dead letter as a remedy

for segregated public services" pclen L. v. PiDaria, 46 7.3d

325, 331 (3d Cir.) cert denied -U.S. -116 S.Ct. 64, 133 L.Bd.2d

26 (199S) citing Cook, The Americans with Disabilities Act: The

Move to Integration, 64 Temp;'L. Rev. 393, 394-408 (1991).
• • • . " • • ' • * '••• }• * •

' . Congress has stated'that 'discrimination against

individuals with disabilities persists in such critical areas as

... inatitutionalization".' 42 U.S.C. S12101 (3). If Congress

were only concerned about disparate treatment o< the disabled aa

compared to their non-disabled counterparts, this statement

would be a non-sequitur as only disabled persons are
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institutionalized*. Helen L. v. DiDaria. 4,6 F.3d 325, 335. (3d

Cir.) cert.denied - U.S. -116 S.Ct. 64, 133 L.£d'.2.<i 26 (1995)..

28 C.F.R. S33-13O(d) states: *tbi Int-cqration . :

Mandate-

"A public entity shall administer services, •
program* and activities in the most
integrated setting appropriate to the. needs
of qualified individuals with disabilities".

"23 C.P.R. S.130.35(d) has the force of law". Helen 1. •*.

PiDaria. 46 F.3d 325, 331 (3d Cir.) cert denied - U.S. -116

s.ct. 64, 133 L.Bd.2d 26 (1995). "the ADA and its attendant

regulations clearly define unnecessary segregation, as a form of

illegal discrimination against the disabled." Helen L p.332.

WhiLe discrimination between the so called "able bodied" and

the disabled is covered under the ADA to is discrimination

amongsr the disabled based upon the severity of the disability.

"Numerous Courts have recognized that both Section 504 and tha

ADA prohibit discrimination on the basis of the severity of a

person's disability11. Itossier v. aonthbury training School. $16

F.Supp. 133, 141 (D.Conn.. 1996). Also eitina Martin v.
• • • . ' • • • . • • • • ' .

^ 840 F.Supp'. 1175 ."'1191-92 (3.D. Ohio 1993; Jackson ••
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Hoapltal « TrmltxtnarSchool. 757 F.Supp, 1243, 1299

(D.N.J4.1990); Eynch v. ^"ff- 507 F.Supp. 1268, 1278-1279 n.15

(0.Conn.1981) discrimination on the basis of handicap is

actionable under Section 504.

The practice of "client shopping" as set forth above, the

failure to equally consider all institutionalized clients at

Pairview, is a violation of the ADA as set forth H<?

Plaintiffs allege that by denying them uncoerced access to

physician advice, by prematurely discharging them from the

33
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benefits of continued ho6pitalizationt by discharging them into

the community when either the community setting to which they

are discharged to la unsafe or that they themselves have not

reached an adequate level of training or sufficient

stabilization of their medical conditions so that they can

"integrate* into the coaaunity within the meaning of Title II of

the ADA then Defendants have violated the integration mandate of

the ADA.

8. Availability oi Writ of Habeas Corpus

W*I S4800 provides:

"(a.) Every adult who is or has been admitted or committed

to a state hospital/ community care facility as defined in

Section 1504 of the Health and Safety Code, or health facility

aa defined in Section 1250 of the Health and Safety Code, as a

developmentally disabled patient shall have a right to a hearing

by writ of habeas corpus for his or her release (emphasis Added)

from the hospital ... ... ',..-

BA. Standing and role of Public Defender

."We conclude r^att *&a public defender has standing
'•: -1? '• ••'

under Penal' Code* section 1474' and Welfare and Institutions Code

section 4800 to bring this habeas corpus petition", in ry Hop at
• .• • i '

p. 86.

The public defender bas no standing and no role under w*x

S4803 in objecting to the transfer of a client and no role in

recommending or authorizing such transfer which function is that

of the regional center pursuant to H&X S4803.

While the public defenders visit Fairview they do so at the

request of regional centers seeking the r«leas« of such clients.
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Generally, they are provided with a list of clients

recoauoended by regional center for discharge, which ia given to

them when they attend Hop reviews in the Orange County Superior

Court, Fanily Law (Mental Health) of Judge Frederic* Horn,

currently held each Tuesday afternoon.

Each client has an annual gog raviev, on or about the

anniversary date of his/her admission, "on the question of

whether, because of developmental disability she is gravely

disabled or a danger to herself or others and whether placeaent

in a state hospital is warranted", yn y Hop at p.93.

"Authorized representatives" i.e. parents who are

conservators are provided with notice of the hearings.

While ac Fairview they review charts of clients recommended by

regional centers for transfer. They are not members of the

Inter Disciplinary Team (IDT) and they do not attend exist

conferences. Th«y do not bring a writ of habeas corpus until

after an • authori2«d representative" objects to release from the

hospital (such as a parent who is a conservator).
. . • : • • • • • ' . < ' •

They have no authority'to act until after the damage is
' • ' • • • ' * " • " • ' ' ' . " ' • * • ' . •

done i.e. the patient is already, transferred. :
'a . •• . • ' . I.•.•••-..I•••

99% transfer of clients without conservators leaves a big

question mark as to the effectiveness of representation by the

public defender as to these'clients.

9. GOARDIA* *D LXTBC

The uncertainty of Dr. Cable being abl« to maintain status

as guardian ad litem, or to assert the class' rights in another

capacity, at this stage of the litigation, does not appear fatal

under California law to the progress of the suit, at least for
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purposes of a ruling on a preliminary injunction.

Under California law appointment of a guardian ad litem is

controlled by California Civil Code 542/ California Code of

§372 and as to disabled persons California code

of Civil yroeadaya S375.

A minor 14 years old or more may apply to the Court

directly for-appointment of a guardian ad litem. For other

minors or incompetents f any relative or friend may apply for

such appointment [CC? $373

Local Rule 20 is silent on appointment of guardian ad10
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litero.

Fed.R.Civ.P. 17(c) authorizes the Court to appoint a

guardian ad litem.

Failure to appoint a guardian ad litera is not a

jurisdiction 1 defect. A judgment by or against a minor ia not

void. Medical I^gal, Consulting Services, inc. v. Covarrubia* 234

C&l.App.3d 80, 87.

Plaintiffs believe they have more than adequately complied

with the rules/ statutes and cases in submitting a petition to

have Dr. Cable appointed as Guardian ad litem.

1 0 . CCMCUJSIOH

Plaintiffs believe that there is a. sufficient ehowing that

Defendants have violated the Bqual Protection Clause, have

violated Plaintiffs Due Process rights and violated the ADA.

Plaintiffs are entitled to Injunctive relief.

Dated: April 10, 1997 HASDXMAtf &

WU HARDIMAN
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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